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People all around the world share a joint responsibility for sustainable development. Fundamental changes to the way in

which we do business and the way we live are needed in order to enable future generations to live their lives with dignity

and prosperity in an intact environment. The Regional Hubs for Sustainability Strategies (RENN) create links between

various players and initiatives to promote sustainable development, foster dialogue on experiences gained and provide

impulses for societal change. The RENN thus makes the complex concept of sustainability something which can be

experienced across regions and national borders. The RENN were established in 2016 and are funded by the Federal

Government. The German Council for Sustainable Development (RNE) was tasked with the selection of the hubs and

established a coordination centre in Berlin that supports the four RENN and promotes their nationwide impact.

Each RENN determines which issues and target groups they wish

to focus on and which activities they want to carry out in their

region. The network is thus very diverse. This set-up means the

RENN stakeholders do not simply remain advocacy groups, i.e.

describing and evaluating other people’s actions. Rather, they have

to make their own decisions and take effective action themselves.
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“Project Sustainability” (previously “Werkstatt N”) honors 

initiatives and projects that are committed to sustainable 

development across society. The established seal of quality will 

also be awarded in 2020 by the four RENN (Regional Networks 

Sustainability Strategies) in cooperation with the RNE (Council 

for Sustainable Development).
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In 2019, the first network report of the Regional Hubs for

Sustainability Strategies (RENN) was published. The report

focuses on how the four hubs advance the implementation of

the SDGs in Germany and which opportunities and

challenges they face in their respective regions.

The RENN hubs filled a gap in the German sustainability landscape. What 

was missing was a governance instrument that forged a link between 

initiatives that went beyond Berlin and other conurbations, got new 

stakeholders excited about sustainable development and gave structure to 

the inspirational exchange of experience and opinions. This gap meant that 

the holistic and bridging intention of the 2030 Agenda – both vertically and 

horizontally, politically and thematically – could not be realized as wished 

and needed among the various levels and sectors in spite of the endeavors 

of a wide variety of sustainability stakeholders in Germany. What was 

needed was for all too rigid demarcations and “silos” to be made more 

flexible, for the stakeholders to be given access to the SDGs and for 

expertise regarding new forms of dialogue, communication and cooperation 

to be built up. The idea of a new sustainability network was born. It needed 

to spread best practices at the federal, state and municipal levels and bring 

ideas together. The RNE’s proposal for such a networking project was 

called RENN. The name reflects the innovative and experimental character 

of the project.

Structure

There are four hubs in total: 

RENN.west, RENN.south, 

RENN.central and 

RENN.north. Together, they 

encompass all 16 Länder of 

Germany and form a network 

consisting of 20 partner 

organizations. Each RENN is 

managed by a consortium 

leader. The four consortium 

leaders meet with the RENN 

Coordination Centre, which is 

hosted by the RNE, several 

times a year in order to agree 

on common standards and 

discuss joint RENN projects.


